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Analysis of Possible Traffic Calming Measures on Roads that Change their Role due to the
Construction of New Section
ABSTRACT
Construction of new road sections frequently changes the previous role of the road in the pertaining road network.
This is particularly distinct in construction of urban bypass roads where the traffic where the traffic structure on
existing road changes and once dominant transit traffic yields its function to local traffic. Accessibility of such roads
must be improved, in order for them to meet their new demands.
This paper analyzes the consequences of such change in the road accessibility level under unchanged geometryrelated conditions, along with the traffic calming measures introduced to minimize the pertaining negative effects.
The discussed traffic calming measures include changes in cross section, selection of type and frequency of
intersections designed to improve the road accessibility and traffic management actions. Effects of potentially
applied measures were assessed through design speed profile analysis, paying the utmost attention to the impact of
roundabouts on the expected speeds.
The specific study case in this analysis is an arterial road section built as a two-lane road with controlled access and
grade-separated intersections. After construction of a new motorway by-pass, the given section will, instead of being
a transit facility, assume a role of an urban peripheral road.
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INTRODUCTION
Technical documentation on almost all primary routes within the Serbian road network is under preparation in the
Republic of Serbia. The present road network on the mentioned road routes mainly consists of two-lane roads
designed for long distance traffic. Some of these road routes are constructed as express roads. Such roads are twolane roads without at-grade intersections and with controlled access. Designing new motorways on these routes
mainly implies reconstruction of the existing road and its further use as the first carriageway, and new construction
of the second carriageway. Exceptions to this rule are sections in the vicinity of urban areas. Development and
expansion of urban areas have resulted in integration of the present arterial roads into the urban area itself. It was
thus necessary to design new bypasses and modify the existing roads to suit their new function.
DEFINITION OF PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES
Construction of a new bypass significantly changes traffic structure on the existing road. The motorized traffic stops
being a sole mode of traffic. Urban areas mostly tend to develop so that the position of the existing road becomes a
boundary line between residential and business/trade zone on one side and industrial zone on the other side of the
road. The road function changes in order to connect the urban area with its immediate surroundings and the newly
constructed bypass road. The transit traffic, that used to be dominant, now yields its role to Origin/Destination traffic
(Fig. 1). The existing road thus needs to meet demands of non-motorized road users, such as pedestrians and
bicyclists. Furthermore, the existing road represents an alternative road to the newly designed motorways, and a
certain number of vehicles still use it as a transit road. It is therefore necessary to improve the existing road’s
accessibility for local traffic. For all the above given reasons it is necessary to reconstruct the existing road to ensure
that it efficiently performs its new role in the road network. The primary objective of the road reconstruction is to
reconcile different demands of transit traffic on one side, and local (O/D) traffic on the other side.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANT SOLUTIONS
Design speed on these roads ranges between 80 and 100 km/h depending on topographic conditions. Introduction of
vulnerable users and construction of at-grade intersections in order to improve road accessibility will most certainly
reduce the safety level. In order to achieve the set goal it is necessary to carefully consider possible use of traffic
calming, i.e. speed management measures.
Cross Section
The first modification of the existing road should enable non-motorized road users to participate in traffic. This is to
be done in such a way to physically separate pedestrian and/or bicycle traffic flows in the road cross section. The
cross section of the existing road is typical for rural roads. Introduction of new segments such as: bicycle and
pedestrian lanes, and construction of roadway curbs, will have a psychological effect on drivers, informing them on
the changed character and role of the road. Such modifications will make the drivers alert to expect vulnerable users
on the road and a higher level of road accessibility, i.e. more at-grade intersections. Awareness of the changed
character of the road will bring about the speed reduction.
Intersections
As already mentioned above, the basic task of the road reconstruction is to improve its accessibility. This raises a
question on type and frequency of intersections to be used in order to meet the local traffic needs without
jeopardizing the needs of transit traffic flows. On the other hand, introduction of roundabouts is, at the design level,
the most important traffic calming measure for sections having no solely urban character. The road geometry
enables high driving speed, and it is thus necessary to introduce some measures to reduce them in order to minimize
the number and severity of accidents. In general, when the traffic volume is low and the traffic flows on the main
route are dominant with respect to the secondary routes, it is necessary to use the stop-controlled intersections.
However, such prioritization of the main road over the secondary roads inevitably leads to higher driving speed on
the main road and, consequently, a greater number and higher severity of traffic accidents. Therefore the safety
reasons in some cases may have a priority over the traffic flow conditions.
Speed Management
Speed enforcement will be discussed in more details within the speed management measures. This however does not
mean that other forms of speed management should be neglected. It is certain that some forms of perceptual
measures and introduction of some driver’s information system (dynamic messaging, active speed warning signs,
etc) may give a substantial support to the basic objective to reduce the driving speed. Speed enforcement might be a
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very influential measure for drivers to choose their driving speed. The fact that the road design characteristics make
another important factor in the choice of driving speed brings us to the conclusion that they, too, will influence the
level to which the drivers will accept such speed enforcement. Therefore, the more the road design is in line with the
desired driving speed level, the less “force” is needed to ensure compliance with the stipulated speed limit. The
driver’s awareness of the real need to reduce speed in order to ensure safety will prevail over the impression that
such speed limits are enforced for penal reasons. Some types of modern driver’s information systems, including
active speed warning signs, might produce the similar effect.
CASE STUDY – VRANJE BYPASS ROAD
The town of Vranje is an important industrial centre in the southern Serbia. It is located on E-75 Belgrade –
Thessaloniki motorway route in the Pan-European Motorway Corridor X. In late 1960’s the arterial road M-1 from
Nis to Thessaloniki was constructed on this route. Now the road could be classified into the category of express
roads. It is a two-lane road, designed for the speeds of 100 km/h, and has a controlled access and grade-separated
intersections. The geometric elements on the major part of the road enable speeds of as much as 120 km/h. Design
of the new motorway E-75 from Vladicin Han to the Serbian border with the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia provides for a breadth wise extension along the most of the existing road, and its use as one carriageway,
and a construction of the second carriageway. Such principle was abandoned within the urban areas of Leskovac and
Vranje.
The town of Vranje has gradually developed, placing some of its facilities, primarily industrial, but residential ones
as well, on the other side of the existing main road (Fig. 2). For such reasons, when the new motorway was
designed, it was decided to construct a new bypass road and to leave the existing road to urban and suburban traffic,
and to reconstruct the road accordingly. Traffic volume on the existing road is on the verge of justifiability for
motorway construction. Since the new motorway is foreseen to be a toll road, the reconstruction should be realized
having in mind that some transit traffic flows will remain on the existing road. On some of the sections where the
route of the new motorway overlaps that of the existing road, the role of the alternative road will be assumed by the
existing regional road, while on other sections the design foresees construction of a new road with design elements
enabling speed of 60 km/h.
Functions of the reconstructed road
The reconstructed road shall have the following functions:
• To link the existing urban network with the adjoined areas;
• To link the existing urban network with the bypass road, and thus to the long-distance motorway;
• To link two urban zones and redistribute traffic between them;
• To accept transit traffic flows as an alternative road to the toll motorway;
• To enable pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
Geometric properties of the existing road
Geometric properties of the existing road enable the speed of 100 km/h along the entire road. Minimum horizontal
curve radius is Rmin=500m. Maximum gradient is 4.5%, but is found only on a short segment and is, thus, not an
element that would affect speed reduction. Minimum convex vertical curve radius is Rv=7,500m. Overall
carriageway width is 8.2m. According to opinions given in the first part of the paper, the realization of functions of
the reconstructed existing road while preserving its geometric characteristics and driving speed of 100 km/h, would
jeopardize all road users to a great extent. Therefore, the existing road should be reconstructed so as to enforce speed
limit and to construct the road with a maximum safety level.
Accessibility Improvement
The number and locations of necessary intersections on the reconstructed road were obtained from the analysis of
the existing and planned urban road network. Such analysis indicated the need to construct eight new at-grade
intersections. Average distance between intersections is 680m. The longest distance between intersections is 1020m
and the shortest is 415m. The locations of intersections and their relationship with the newly designed bypass are
shown in Fig. 3. The longitudinal profile is shown in Fig. 4. The need to calm the traffic resulted in a decision to
reconsider a possibility to introduce roundabouts. Other type of intersections, both stop sign controlled intersections
and traffic light controlled ones, would prioritize the main route, and thus higher driving speeds thereon. The highest
traffic volume is expected on intersections R1, R2 and R3. The intersection R1 makes a connection with E-75
motorway; the intersection R2 leads to the railway station, whereas the intersection R3 connects the reconstructed
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road with one of the most important urban communications at the location of the existing loop. Because of the
expected traffic volume the above intersections are designed as double lane roundabouts, inscribed circle diameter
Di=70m. Analyses of pedestrian traffic forecasts were not available. However, if the pedestrian traffic proved to be
significant, it is possible to provide grade-separated pedestrian flows on these intersections. Other intersections are
designed as single lane roundabouts, inscribed circle diameter Di=40m.
Design Speed Analysis
Speeds on the reconstructed road were analyzed by means of design speed profile. The design speed profile was
prepared based on the drive model for the determined interdependence between speed and horizontal curve radius.
In this specific case, the gradient does not affect the design speed. Acceleration/deceleration values of a=d=0.8m/s2,
that enable a comfortable drive/ride, were adopted for calculation purposes. The dimensions of the roundabouts
were designed to enable the vehicles to pass the roundabout at the speed of 30 km/h, for single lane roundabout, and
at the speed of 40 km/h for double lane roundabout. Figure 6 shows the design speed profiles for various maximum
speed levels.
In case of maximum speed of Vmax=100 km/h, the diagram shows that such maximum speed was reached only
twice for 7 seconds in total. Average speeds were calculated for the adopted maximum speeds of 100, 80, 70, and 60
km/h. Statistical analysis of the design speed profiles is shown in Tab. 1. Average speed, root mean square deviation
and dynamic homogeneity coefficient are analyzed.
Average Speed
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The table evidently shows that the differences between average speeds at maximum speeds of 100, 80, and 70 km/h
are insignificant. At the maximum speed of 60 km/h, the average speed is only 12% lower than the average speed
realized at the maximum speed of 100 km/h. This brings us to the conclusion that enforcement of the speed
restriction to 60 km/h would not significantly affect the average speed, and is therefore likely to be accepted by the
drivers. This would bring the discussed section in conformity with the preceding and the following sections with
which it forms an alternative road.
Cross Section
The cross section of the existing main road M-1 represents a typical cross section of a two-lane rural road, each lane
3.75 m wide, with hard shoulders, each 0.35 m wide (Fig. 7).
The existing cross section should be reconstructed to introduce traffic of non-motorized road users – pedestrians and
bicyclists. Bicycle and pedestrian traffic is foreseen to be physically separated from the motorized traffic in order to
ensure maximum safety level. According to the design, the pavement shall be narrowed to 7.0 m and curbed.
Bicycle lane and sidewalk are provided on each side of the reconstructed road, as shown in Fig. 7. The narrowed
pavement and curbs should produce a psychological effect on drivers, so that they reduce their driving speed.
Furthermore, since the selected intersections are roundabout-type, bicycle traffic will be easier and safer if
physically separated from the motorized traffic.
In the course of reconstruction, it will be necessary to modify pavement superelevation to each particular horizontal
curve according to the design speed profile.
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Speed Limit
As shown in the analysis, the introduction of roundabouts prevented constantly high speeds on long road stretches.
Considering that the road is located within an urban area, it is desirable to establish speed enforcement. In the
specific case, the speed limit at 60 km/h is likely to meet the driver’s natural choice of speed. Such speed of 60 km/h
could be satisfactory for both long-distance and transit traffic. The travel time along the section would be slightly
longer than the travel time with a maximum speed of 100 km/h (average speed difference 12%). The section in
question would also be brought in conformity with other sections, with which it makes an alternative road to E-75
motorway.
Conclusion
The paper aimed to discuss problems arising from the construction of urban areas bypasses on the existing roads,
thus changing the role of such roads in the network. It further defined the requirements to be met by the
reconstructed road, such as: improved accessibility and admission of non-motorized (pedestrian and bicycle) traffic.
An attempt was made to identify possible problems, particularly those related to the safety. The paper further
analyzes the speed reduction measures with a view to assumption that a higher speed is a basic cause of both
incidence and severity of traffic accidents. Finally, the paper briefly analyzes the problems on a specific case and
discusses the introduction of possible measures during reconstruction of the existing road. The author was inspired
to write this paper by the very fact that primary road network design projects (in which the author himself
participated) often fail to pay adequate attention to the impacts on the secondary road network, and thus attempted to
make a humble contribution to stop such practice.
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TABLE 1 Statistical Analysis of the Design Speed Profiles
Maximum Speed
Vmax (km/h)
100
80
70
60

Average Speed
Vav (km/h)
59.68
59.03
56.91
52.82

Root Mean Square
Deviation σ (km/h)
11.97
13.23
11.67
8.96
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Dynamic Homogeneity
Coefficient Dh (%)
20.06
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FIGURE 1 Relative distribution (%) of transit and O/D traffic on bypasses (3)
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FIGURE 2 Planned use of land within the existing M-1 road zone
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FIGURE 3 Layout of the reconstructed road
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FIGURE 4 Longitudinal profile of the reconstructed road
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FIGURE 5 Intersection R4 – single lane roundabout
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FIGURE 6 Design speed profiles at Vmax=100km/h and Vmax=60km/h
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FIGURE 7 Cross sections of the existing road and the reconstructed road
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